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To: Subst. Senate Bill No. 992       File No. 535       Cal. No. 244

"AN ACT CONCERNING THE TRUST ACT."

1. After line 73, insert the following:

"ICE access" does not include submission by a law enforcement officer of fingerprints to the Automated Fingerprints Identification system of an arrested individual or the accessing of information from the National Crime Information Center by a law enforcement officer concerning an arrested individual;"

2. In line 93, after ",(b)," insert ",(1)"

3. In line 97, strike ",(1)" and insert ",(A)" in lieu thereof

4. In line 115, strike ",(2)" and insert ",(B)" in lieu thereof
In line 120, strike "(3)" and insert "(C)" in lieu thereof

In line 122, strike "(4)" and insert "(D)" in lieu thereof

In line 124, strike "(5)" and insert "(E)" in lieu thereof

In line 127, strike "(6)" and insert "(F)" in lieu thereof

After line 133, insert the following:

"(2) The provisions of this subsection shall not prohibit submission by a law enforcement officer of fingerprints to the Automated Fingerprints Identification system of an arrested individual or the accessing of information from the National Crime Information Center by a law enforcement officer concerning an arrested individual."